
The T-i x 1000 cash counter is easy to use, 
with one count task to make your cash 
counts faster and more accurate.

It can quickly and accurately count a drawer of coins, 
bills saving you valuable time. With a single, versatile 
count task and automatic adding and scrolling, your 
count is further simplified without the need to press 
additional buttons.

The T-ix 1000 provides a summary screen at the 
end of your count that gives you a full breakdown of 
denominations and totals, preventing mathematical 
errors or the need for a calculator. 
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The Tellermate T-ix 1000 
accurately counts a cash drawer 
in under a minute, reducing 
errors and giving you more time 
to focus on profit producing tasks.

COUNTS YOUR
CASH IN

60 SECONDS

FEATURES

One count task for 
simplified counting

Automatic adding and scrolling 

Software upgradeable via  
USB drive

Easy to use

www.tellermate.com



We design our cash counters so  
that anyone in your business  
can learn to use them quickly  
and easily. 

Our intuitive menus guide users 
through the steps of each counting 
task. The large backlit display makes 
features easy to find and use. 

Our cash counters are light,  
portable and tough with a  
liquid resistant key mat to  
protect against spills.

Customer Support
The Tellermate Customer Support 
team is there to help you every 
step of the way. Our team is able 
to solve the majority of customer 
queries over the phone, easily 
& efficiently.

Features
The T-ix 1000 can count loose coins 
& bills, and rolled coin.

Control
A large backlit display with clear 
icons and keypad is easy to use 
and read, preventing usage errors.

Technical Data
Dimensions: 11.45 x 5.68 x 6.54 in.
Weight: 2 lb 2.5 oz
Capacity: 4 lb 6.6 oz
Display: Full, graphic LCD, 3.03 x 1.6 in.
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Smart, simple 
and tough
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